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Operating Mode   Two possible modes that will cause the sensor to operate and produce an output: Light-ON or Dark- 
    ON mode.

Operating Point   The point at which a target is sensed as it approaches the sensing field of the sensor. Also called the “trip point.”

Operating Range   The range in the x, y, and z plane that will cause the sensor to operate when a detectable object is in it.

Output Circuit   Interfaces with data acquisition systems (PLCs, dedicated controllers, etc.) or other control circuits  
    (relays, counters, timers, etc.).

Output Transistor   A semiconductor device used to provide ON/OFF sensing of external loads.
Photoelectric Sensor  A light sensitive device that converts visible and infrared light waves into an electrical signal. A no-touch  
    sensor consisting of a light emitter and detector. Its output turns on or off, depending on the absence  
    or presence of this light at the detector that is determined by the absence or presence of a target.

Permitted humidity   The permitted humidity is 35 to 85 % (not condensed).
     With diffuse types, the emitter and receiver are
    integrated into a single housing. The alignment to a 
    detection object is largely uncritical. A target object 
    (e. g. a standard target which is 90 % reflective) 
    bounces a part of the light from its surface back to the 
    receiver. If the standard target reaches the response 
    curve (see image), the output signal changes. The 
    sensing distance depends on the size, shape, color 
    and properties of the reflective object surface. Using a 
    Kodak-gray card with 90 % reflectivity (like white paper), 
    distances of up to 2 m can be obtained.

Power-Up Delay   A target is present in the sensing area when power is applied, the output state does not change. For  
    confidence, the delay must last longer than the duration of any start-up transient.

Proximity Diffuse   Sensing mode with emitter and receiver in the same housing. Light is bounced back at the receiver  
    by the target. Also called direct detection.

Pulse Modulated   Light sources that are pulsed (ON/OFF) at a high frequency by an oscillator circuit. The receiver of a  
    pulse modulated photoelectric only receives light at that frequency, thus minimizing interference from  
    ambient light. 

Receiver     A device that changes its electrical characteristic when light is received. Receivers can be photovol 
    taic cells, photo-transistors, photodiodes, and photoresistors.
Release Point   The point at which a sensor returns to its original state as the target leaves the sensing field. Also  
    called “reset point.”

Pilot Duty   Rating of contacts when making or breaking inductive loads such as coils and solenoids; based on a .35 power factor.

PNP    A junction type transistor having a p-type semiconductor as its emitter and collector and an n-type  
    semiconductor as its base. 
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